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Cross validation of the Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI) Cognitive Bias 
Scale of Scales (CB-SOS) over-reporting indicators in a military sample
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aDepartment of Psychological Sciences, Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas, USA; bDwight D. Eisenhower Veteran Affairs Medical Center, 
Eastern Kansas Veteran Healthcare System, Leavenworth, Kansas, USA; cMunson Army Health Center, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, USA

ABSTRACT
Following the development of the Cognitive Bias Scale (CBS), three other cognitive over-reporting 
indicators were created. This study cross-validates these new Cognitive Bias Scale of Scales (CB-SOS) 
measurements in a military sample and contrasts their performance to the CBS. We analyzed data 
from 288 active-duty soldiers who underwent neuropsychological evaluation. Groups were estab-
lished based on performance validity testing (PVT) failure. Medium effects (d = .71 to .74) were 
observed between those passing and failing PVTs. The CB-SOS scales have high specificity (≥.90) but 
low sensitivity across the suggested cut scores. While all CB-SOS were able to achieve .90, lower 
scores were typically needed. CBS demonstrated incremental validity beyond CB-SOS-1 and CB- 
SOS-3; only CB-SOS-2 was incremental beyond CBS. In a military sample, the CB-SOS scales have 
more limited sensitivity than in its original validation, indicating an area of limited utility despite 
easier calculation. The CBS performs comparably, if not better, than CB-SOS scales. CB-SOS-2ʹs 
differences in performance in this study and its initial validation suggest that its psychometric 
properties may be sample dependent. Given their ease of calculation and relatively high specificity, 
our study supports the interpretation of elevated CB-SOS scores indicating those who are likely to 
fail concurrent PVTs.
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What is the public significance of this article?—This 
article provides psychologists working conducting neu-
ropsychological evaluations on military personnel infor-
mation to ensure effective testing conclusions.

Introduction

Best practice guidelines for psychological assessment 
require that validity testing be integrated into evalua-
tions so that psychologists can ensure that the obtained 
data are an accurate reflection of patient effort and 
symptom experience (e.g., Bush et al., 2005; 
Heilbronner et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2015; Sweet et 
al., 2021). Such testing is typically conceptualized to 
measure constructs of either performance (PVT) or 
symptom (SVT) validity. PVTs and SVTs both assess 
response validity; however, they do so using distinct 
approaches. More specifically, Performance Validity 
refers to validity of test performance, while symptom 
validity refers to the validity of symptom report 

(Larrabee, 2012). While these constructs hold concep-
tual overlap, research has shown them to be only mod-
erately related (Armistead-Jehle et al., 2012; Martin et 
al., 2015; Pearman, 2009; Sweet et al., 2021). Despite the 
incomplete relationship between these approaches, psy-
chologists must successfully integrate this information. 
This can be a challenging task as the constructs are not 
perfectly aligned (Harwood et al., 2011).

While methods of detection in performance validity 
testing consist of several approaches (e.g., force-choice, 
performance curve, etc.; for an outline of these 
approaches in clinical practice, see, Rogers & Bender,  
2018), generally they work to identify invalid responding 
through comparisons to normative performances. For 
instance, a test respondent given a PVT may be assessed 
to determine if their answers are less accurate than 
chance (forced-choice strategy) or item-difficulty may 
be compared to an examinee’s average performance over 
time (performance curve). Accordingly, PVT results 
provide determinations about the probability of credible 
cognitive testing response based on observed cognitive 
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task performance. In contrast to PVTs, symptom valid-
ity testing evaluates perceived psychological, somatic, 
and cognitive symptoms. SVTs often rely on the use of 
infrequently endorsed symptom patterns, but also use 
approaches such as infrequent symptom combinations 
(Rogers & Bender, 2018).

Broadband measures are psychological assessment 
instruments that examine a wide spectrum of symptom 
complaints and include embedded validity indicators. 
They contain scoring and item information that is pro-
tected and restricted in who may access it, making 
broadband assessment distinct from mental health 
screeners (e.g., Patient Health Questionnaire-9 [PHQ- 
9]) which are openly accessible and rather face valid. The 
most commonly administered broadband personality 
instruments are the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality 
Inventory (MMPI) family of instruments and the 
Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI; see, Ingram et 
al., 2020; Wright et al., 2016). These broadband mea-
sures meet a high standard of court-admissible evidence 
because of the restricted nature of their items and item 
scoring, as well as their expansive normative and validity 
data (e.g., Ben-Porath, 2012).

Given their incorporation of validity scales to ensure 
the highest quality assessment data, broadband mea-
sures of psychopathology are often administered along-
side cognitive testing. As such, the successful use of 
broadband personality measures relies on the ability to 
effectively integrate data from their clinical and validity 
scales into other forms of testing evidence (e.g., self- 
report, other-report, other psychological testing data). 
These broadband measures are also the primary home of 
SVTs. In a study of assessment practices within the 
Department of Veterans Affairs, these broadband mea-
sures are the most frequently relied upon symptom 
validity measures given during neuropsychological eva-
luations (Russo, 2018; Young et al., 2016). Such practices 
also correspond to the Veteran Affairs (VA)/ 
Department of Defense (DOD) evidence-based clinical 
practice guidelines for assessment, underscoring the 
necessity of advancing evidence-based practice with 
these measures within Active-Duty populations. Taken 
together and given the wide use of these broadband 
measures into evidence-based practice guidelines, such 
as those for traumatic brain injury (Department of 
Veteran Affairs, 2022), the effectiveness of the person-
ality assessment SVTs is critical to effective diagnostic 
practice.

Several different approaches are used when con-
structing SVTs for broadband personality measures. 
Endorsement infrequency is a particularly common 
approach when the goal is to assess invalid psycho-
pathology symptoms (Rogers & Bender, 2018; Sweet et 

al., 2021); however, assessment of cognitive complaints 
relies on a different approach. “Mixed method” SVTs (i. 
e., those integrating PVT into SVT development) are a 
leading approach to SVT cognitive symptom assess-
ment. Despite the distinctiveness of SVTs and PVTs 
(Martin et al., 2015), this method has been successful 
in detecting this form of invalid responding (Burchett & 
Bagby, 2021; Sharf et al., 2017). In mixed-PVT-SVT 
approaches, candidate SVT scales are validated through 
the use of external PVT criterion (e.g., pass and fail 
groups are based on PVT tests, rather than the infre-
quency of item’s endorsement or other external criteria). 
This mixed-method approach (SVTs validation based 
on PVT criterion) has shown substantial promise and 
can be described conceptually as a “boot-strapped” floor 
effect strategy (see Burchett & Bagby, 2021). The term 
boot-strapped floor effect is the best conceptual descrip-
tion of these SVTs because items are selected for a scale 
only if they effectively distinguish between those who 
pass and fail concurrent PVT testing and have among 
the best signal detection for over-reported or misrepre-
sented cognitive symptom experiences (Ingram et al.,  
2022; Sharf et al., 2017). Even when validity scales spe-
cifically designed to detect cognitive symptom misrepre-
sentation are not available, broadband personality 
measures are still used to assess symptom presentation 
(Keiski, 2007; Till et al., 2009).

The Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI; Morey,  
2007) is one of the most frequently used broadband mea-
sures of psychopathology (e.g., Ingram et al., 2022); how-
ever, it has historically lacked validity scales assessing 
cognitive symptom over-reporting. Fortunately, recent 
research has created PAI scales for this purpose. 
Addressing the lack of cognitive over-reporting indicators 
for the PAI, Gaasedelen et al. (2019) developed the 10-item 
Cognitive Bias Scale (CBS) in a mixed neuropsychological 
sample using a mixed PVT-SVT approach. The CBS uses 
items which differentiate those who passed and failed 
PVTs, analogous to the method used on the MMPI-2/RF/ 
3 Response Bias scale (RBS; see, Gervais et al., 2007). In its 
validation, the CBS outperformed existing symptom valid-
ity measures on the PAI (e.g., MAL, NIM, etc.) in predict-
ing PVT failure. The CBS also demonstrated large effect 
differences (i.e., d ≥ .8; Cohen, 1988) between those who 
passed and failed external performance validity testing with 
acceptable classification accuracy at a cut-score of 16 (sen-
sitivity = .37, specificity = .90, positive and negative pre-
dictive powers [PPV and NPV, respectively] = .70).

To contextualize these findings, sensitivity is the per-
centage of true positives, and specificity is the percen-
tage of true negatives. Likewise, PPV is associated with 
the probable likelihood that an individual with a positive 
test result (i.e., meeting or exceeding a specific score on 
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CBS) is truly feigning, while NPP is the likelihood that 
they are not misrepresenting cognitive symptoms. While 
acceptable classification was observed at a CBS score of 
16, A score of 19 was preferred by Gaasedelen and 
colleagues as it produced improved sensitivity and spe-
cificity, closer to those observed in the MMPI-2/RF/3 
RBS during its validation. The score of 19 still met the 
.90 specificity threshold, which is standard for validity 
scales (Sweet et al., 2021). The CBS was subsequently 
cross validated in an active-duty military sample and 
achieved comparable performance at a cut score of 16 
where specificity was .92, sensitivity = .55, PPV = .59, 
and NPV = .83 (Armistead-Jehle et al., 2020). In contrast 
to the CBS’ initial validation, a cut score of 19 produced 
minimal gains in specificity and notably smaller sensi-
tivity values. Thus, the use of the CBS in active-duty 
military provides evidence of distinct performance com-
pared to outpatient neuropsychological samples.

Shortly after CBS was developed, Boress et al. (2021) 
constructed three alternative scales designed to detect 
over-reported cognitive symptoms, termed the 
Cognitive Bias Scale of Scales (CB-SOS). As with the 
CBS, Boress et al. (2021) used a mixed neuropsycholo-
gical sample for the development of these cognitive 
validity scales. However, rather than an item-level 
mixed PVT-SVT approach, the CB-SOS component 
scales were selected based on prior work showing that 
those scales differed in biased and unbiased responding 
patterns on external effort tests (Whiteside et al., 2011). 
Thus, the CB-SOS scales build on the mixed PVT-SVT 
approaches used to detect invalid cognitive symptoms 
by relying on scale-level data. Because they use scales, 
rather than items, they are also easier for clinicians to 
calculate.

CB-SOS-1 is the average of six PAI scale T-scores (NIM 
[Negative Impression Management, an Over-reporting 
Validity scale], SOM [Somatic Complaints, a substantive 
clinical scale], DEP [Depression, a substantive clinical 
scale], ANX [Anxiety, a substantive clinical scale], SCZ 
[Schizophrenia, a substantive clinical scale], and SUI 
[Suicidal Ideation, a treatment concerns scale]). 
Conceptualized within contemporary models of psycho-
pathology, these scales assess not only cognitive concerns 
but also internalization, thought disorder, somatic experi-
ences, and response validity (Kotov et al., 2017). CB-SOS-2 
was derived using the average of these same six scales; 
however, each scale was multiplied by a beta weight derived 
from a logistic regression in which PAI scales predicted 
failure on a PVT. CB-SOS-3 was calculated by averaging 
PAI T-scores of various validity, clinical, and clinical sub-
scales (NIM, SCZ, SOM-C [Somatic Complaints- 
Conversion], SOM-S [Somatic Complaints-Somatization], 
DEP-P [Depression-Physiological], ANX-P [Anxiety- 

Physiological], and PAR-R [Paranoia-Resentment]). 
Most, but not all, of the scales for the CB-SOS are asso-
ciated with physical sensations and experiences (i.e., SOM- 
C, ANX-P, DEP-P, and SOM-S). In their initial validation 
(see, Boress et al., 2021), each CB-SOS scale demonstrated 
large classification effects (Area Under the Curve [AUC] of 
.72 to .75). At recommended cut scores (CB-SOS-1 = T78, 
CB-SOS-2 = 5.3, CB-SOS-3 = T74), Boress et al. (2021) 
noted high specificity (.90, .90, and .92, respectively) and 
lower, modest sensitivity (.29, .41, and .38, respectively). 
Pass and fail PVT groups had large magnitude differences 
(d = .81 [CB-SOS-1] to 1.00 [CB-SOS-3]). While these 
results are promising, in this study the CB-SOS were not 
contrasted with CBS. As such, it was not possible to con-
textualize the relative performance of those scales to the 
CBS, despite CBS being the only PAI scale designed to 
assess cognitive symptom over-reporting.

Recently, a study published in a sample of Veterans 
(Shura et al., 2022) provides the first replication of the 
CB-SOS scales. In this study, the authors used a retro-
spective database to determine groups of individuals 
with failed cognitive validity testing (PVT failure) and 
a group of individuals with failed external symptom 
validity testing (SVT failure). These groups were then 
independently contrasted with respondents on the PAI 
who did not have any failures on concurrently adminis-
tered validity tests, either PVT or SVT. They found that 
the CB-SOS scores required to obtain the necessary 
classification accuracy were lower in Veterans than in 
the initial validation of those scales (Boress et al., 2021). 
Thus, the effectiveness of the CB-SOS scales, much like 
CBS (see Armistead-Jehle et al., 2020), differs when used 
with those who have military service. Such differences in 
effectiveness may be due to the sample-dependent influ-
ence of using “boot-strapped” floor effects used to create 
the CBS and CB-SOS scales or may exist as a broader 
function of the population being evaluated. Sample- 
dependent patterns are particularly likely when base 
rates of cognitive difficulty and injury vary between 
populations, which are substantially more frequent in 
military populations (e.g., Ratcliffe et al., 2022).

The primary aim of this study is to cross-validate the 
CB-SOS scales in a sample of active-duty military per-
sonnel. A related aim is to contrast CB-SOS perfor-
mance with the CBS. Given their similar shared 
developmental processes (e.g., content selected based 
on performance in predicting PVT failure), we hypothe-
sized that each CB-SOS would adequately discriminate 
between valid versus invalid groups and that perfor-
mances on these scales would be commensurate with 
CBS. We anticipate medium-to-large effects (d > .5; 
Cohen, 1988) and that Active-Duty personnel would 
produce distinct patterns requiring cut-score 
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interpretations, which are different from either outpati-
ent neuropsychological clinic clients (Boress et al., 2021) 
and from Veterans seen for neuropsychological evalua-
tion with the VA (Shura et al., 2022).

Methods

Participants

We excluded potential participants who were under-
going or pending medical board evaluation (n = 7) or 
temporary disability evaluation (n = 4). Participants 
were also excluded if the PAI non-content-based invalid 
responding scales exceeded recommended cut scores 
(INF ≥ 75 [n = 6] or ICN ≥ 72 [n = 3]; see, Morey,  
2007). Consistent with methods commonly used in 
over-reporting scale studies, we did not exclude partici-
pants for invalidation of other content-based over- 
reporting measures because it is common for individuals 
to demonstrate elevated scale scores simultaneously 
across over-reporting indicators of broadband person-
ality measures (e.g., Hawes & Boccaccini, 2009; Ingram 
et al., 2020; Morris et al., 2022). Broad exclusion based 
on standard PAI validity scales could cause an attenu-
ated distribution of those within the failed PVT group 
and bias interpretation of CB-SOS scale classification 
because of mixed responding approach tendencies 
(Sweet et al., 2021).

Following exclusions, this study included 288 Army 
Active-Duty soldiers referred for evaluation to an out-
patient neuropsychology clinic at a U.S. Army Health 
Center. The average age of the sample was 38.9 years 
(SD = 7.9), with an average education of 16 years 
(SD = 2.4). The sample was predominantly male 84%), 
white (70.5%), and contained more officers (61.1%) than 
enlisted (38.9%) service members.

Of those with a history of mild traumatic brain injury 
(mTBI; n = 161), the most recent head injury was fairly 
remote (Number of Months M = 119.5, SD = 98.7). 
Diagnosis of mTBI was defined via the DoD/VA criteria, 
which includes loss of consciousness 30 min or less; 
post-traumatic amnesia 24 h or less; self-reported altera-
tion of consciousness/mental state lasting up to 
24 hours; or Glasgow Coma Scale score ≥13. This sample 
did not contain any participants with more severe head 
injury history, and none of the sample had evidence of 
other neurological conditions that would explain testing 
performance. Concussion diagnoses were based on the 
clinical interview and a medical records review. 
Nonmutually exclusive psychiatric diagnoses include 
post-traumatic stress disorder (9.8%), anxiety disorder 
(27.4%), and depressive disorder (10.9%) and were 
based on the totality of data gathered during the 

psychological evaluation (e.g., record review, semi- 
structured diagnostic interview, and psychological test-
ing). Approximately 34% of the sample had no psychia-
tric diagnosis. Diagnoses were made by the second 
author (a board-certified neuropsychologist) based on 
the totality of the neuropsychological assessment.

Procedures and measures

Patients were tested by a trained neuropsychology tech-
nician under the supervision of the second author. 
Participants were administered a battery of neuropsy-
chological tests, which included the Medical Symptom 
Validity Test (MSVT) and Non-verbal Medical 
Symptom Validity Test (NV-MSVT), as well as the 
Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI). Prior to the 
publication of the CB-SOS, these data was used to 
cross validate CBS within a military population 
(Armistead-Jehle et al., 2020).

Medical Symptom Validity Test
The MSVT (Green, 2004) is a brief automated verbal 
memory screening with several subtests designed to 
measure performance validity. In addition to data pre-
sented in the manual, several studies have demonstrated 
the utility of this measure in the discrimination between 
those with genuine memory impairment and those 
simulating impairment in a range of patient samples 
(see, Carone, 2009 for review). In this sample, 67 parti-
cipants (94.4% of PVT failure group) failed the MSVT 
using cut scores defined in the test manual.

Non-verbal Medical Symptom Validity Test
The NV-MSVT (Green, 2008) is a brief automated non- 
verbal memory screening with several subtests designed 
to measure performance validity. The NV-MSVT as a 
measure of performance validity has been widely vali-
dated (see, Wager & Howe, 2010 for review). In this 
sample, 41 participants (57.7% of PVT failure group) 
failed the NV-MSVT using cut scores defined in the test 
manual.

Personality Assessment Inventory
The PAI (Morey, 2007) is a measure of personality and 
emotional functioning consisting of 344 items answered 
on a 4-point Likert-type format (F = false, not at all true; 
ST = slightly true; MT = mainly true; and VT = very 
true). Among PAI scales are four validity scales (i.e., 
Inconsistency [ICN], Infrequency [INF], Negative 
Impression Management [NIM], and Positive 
Impression Management [PIM]). Several supplemental 
validity scales have also been developed (Hawes & 
Boccaccini, 2009), of which the CB-SOS and CBS remain 
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the only ones explicitly designed to measure invalid 
cognitive symptom endorsement on the PAI.

The PAI also includes 11 clinical scales, which serve 
to measure various types of psychopathologies (Somatic 
Complaints [SOM], Anxiety [ANX], Anxiety-related 
Disorder [ARD], Depression [DEP], Mania [MAN], 
Paranoia [PAR], Schizophrenia [SCZ], Borderline 
Features [BOR], Antisocial Features [ANT], Alcohol 
Problems [ALC], and Drug Problems [DRG]). Most of 
these primary clinical scales are comprised of several 
subscales, providing for more nuanced interpretation 
of symptom patterns. For instance, DEP (Depression) 
is comprised of three non-overlapping subscales, includ-
ing Affective (DEP-A), Cognitive (DEP-C), and 
Physiological (DEP-P) concerns. Additionally, there 
are five treatment consideration scales (Aggression 
[AGG], Suicidal Ideation [SUI], Stress [STR], 
Nonsupport [NON], and Treatment Rejection [RXR]) 
and two scales, which measure interpersonal function-
ing (Dominance [DOM] and Warmth [WRM]). In gen-
eral, the PAI has demonstrated good internal 
consistency and criterion validity in military (e.g., 
Bellet et al., 2018; Van Voorhees et al., 2014) and clinical 
samples (Slavin-Mulford et al., 2012).

Statistical analyses

Participants were administered the same test battery and 
grouped into PVT pass (passed both PVTs [n = 207]) or 
PVT fail (failed the NV-MSVT and/or MSVT [n = 81]). 
Independent sample t-tests examined between-group 
mean score differences across CB-SOS and CBS scores 
and Cohen’s d effect sizes were used to quantify the 
magnitude of these differences. Effect sizes are defined 
as small (.5 > d > .2), medium (.8 > d ≥ .5), and large 
(.8 ≥ d) effects (Cohen, 1988). We also identified clini-
cally meaningful differences for between-group compar-
isons as those with at least a medium effect (i.e., 5 T- 
score points; Rosnow et al., 2000). Confidence intervals 
for effect size metrics were also computed.

Area Under the Curve (AUC) is an overall estimation 
of classification accuracy for a scale, across all potential 
scale scores observed and ranges in magnitude from 0 to 
1.0, with effects at or exceeding .71 indicating large 
magnitude classifications (Harris & Rice, 2005). AUC 
analysis also enables examinations of independent-scale 
point-estimates, allowing for precise estimates of inter-
pretive accuracy if that scale score is used to make a 
clinical determination within the sample analyzed. 
Using a point-estimate approach, we calculated sensitiv-
ity (i.e., a test’s detection of individuals with a given 
condition), specificity (i.e., a test’s detection rate for 
those who do not have a given condition), positive 

predictive value (PPV; the probability an individual 
with a test score at/above a given threshold has a parti-
cularly condition), and negative predictive value (NPV; 
the probability an individual with a test score below a 
given threshold has a particular condition) for the CBS 
and CB-SOS scales. We used .20, .30, and .40 base rate 
estimates for malingering during these point estimate 
calculations because these rates approximate frequent 
estimates of malingering (Denning & Shura, 2019). We 
also evaluate incremental predictive utility of the CB- 
SOS scales beyond CBS using hierarchical logistic 
regression predicting failure on concurrently adminis-
tered PVTs. To determine incremental utility, CBS was 
entered into Block 1 and a single CB-SOS scale was 
entered into Block 2. We evaluated F2Δ to determine 
the statistical significance in change and R2Δ for the 
magnitude of that effect.

Results

Descriptive information, along with comparisons of 
scores for the CBS/CB-SOS scales and the PAI scales 
comprising those scales, are provided in Table 1. 
Independent sample t-tests indicate significant, medium 
effect differences for the CBS across the criterion groups 
for those who passed and failed PVTs: t(286) = 5.342, p 
< .001, d = .70, CB-SOS-1 t(286) = 5.996, p < .001, d 
= .79, CB-SOS-2 t(286) = 5.817, p < .001, d = .76, and 
CB-SOS-3, t(286) = 5.982, p < .001, d = .77. Receiver 
Operator Curve (ROC) analyses on each CB-SOS scale 
produced large AUC effects (.70 to .71).1 Using point- 
estimates created during ROC analysis, sensitivity, spe-
cificity, and PPV/NPV at 20%, 30%, and 40% base rates 
for CB-SOS scales were calculated. Point estimates for 
CBS and CB-SOS scales are reported in Table 2. Cut 
scores were identified using the commonly accepted 
threshold for specificity of .90 and resulting sensitivities 
were generally low. Setting the specificity to ≥.90, the 
following cut points were identified: T ≥ 67 for CB-SOS- 
1, score ≥4.7 for CB-SOS-2, and T ≥ 67 for CB-SOS.

Hierarchical logistic regressions predicting the PVT 
testing failure demonstrated that only CB-SOS-2 pro-
vided incremental identification of groups beyond CBS 
(i.e., each CB-SOS scale was independently entered into 
block 1 and CBS was entered into block 2 of each 
regression, with model change statistics evaluating 
incremental utility): CB-SOS-1 (F(2,256) = 13.343, 
R2 = .10, R2Δ < .01, FΔ = ns), CB-SOS-2 (F 
(2,256) = 13.391, R2 = .13, R2Δ = .015, FΔ = .03), and 
CB-SOS-3 (F(2,256) = 15.204, R2 = .11, R2Δ = .01, 
FΔ = ns). Conversely, CBS was incremental (i.e., each 
CB-SOS scale was independently entered into a model 
with CBS in model 2) beyond CB-SOS-1 (F 
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(2,256) = 13.343, R2 = .10, R2Δ = .04, FΔ(1,254) = 10.933, 
pΔ = .001) and CB-SOS-2 (F(2,256) = 13.391, R2 = .14, 
R2Δ = .04, FΔ(1,254) = 9.434, pΔ < .01), but not CB-SOS- 
3 (F(2,256) = 15.204, R2 = .10, R2Δ= .01, FΔ 

(1,254) = 1.725, pΔ = ns).
Finally, exploratory analysis was also conducted to 

examine the potential impact of NIM scores within CB- 
SOS calculation. NIM, as a validity scale, may be used to 
predict invalid responding; however, research also 
shows that elevations on NIM are associated with clin-
ical pathology (see, Bellet et al., 2018). Only 3 partici-
pants had NIM>91; when these cases were removed and 
analyses were re-ran, findings were not substantially 
different. Thus, NIM’s inclusion in the CB-SOS scales 
does not appear to impact the utility of the scale in 
discriminating between PVT-based criterion groups.

Discussion

Among military service members there is an elevated 
risk of brain injury, with incidence rates between 15% 
and 23% of those serving in Operation Iraqi Freedom 
(OIF), Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), and 
Operation New Dawn (OND; Kong et al., 2022). Along 
with the acute symptoms associated with brain injury, 
there is concern for chronic symptomatology among a 
subset of these individuals (e.g., Lotan et al., 2018). 

However, juxtaposed with this concern are the elevated 
base rates of validity test failure (Armistead-Jehle & 
Buican, 2012; Armistead-Jehle et al., 2018; Denning & 
Shura, 2019). Thus, it is unsurprising that there is a 
major international focus on the development of effec-
tive performance-based diagnostic tests (Robinson- 
Freeman et al., 2020) and that neuropsychologists fre-
quently incorporate broadband personality tests into 
evaluations for the purpose of symptom validity deter-
minations (Russo, 2018). Developing assessments of 
brain injury, as well as the associated alterations in 
affective regulation and impulse control, require an abil-
ity to effectively discriminate valid from invalid 
responding. It also highlights the need for integration 
of PVT data into PAI assessment research (Fokas & 
Brovko, 2020). Identifying over-reporting symptoms 
related to brain injury has long attracted the attention 
of neuropsychologists working in military settings (e.g., 
Cooper et al., 2011) and the integration of scales asses-
sing this response style into a popular instrument (which 
can also provide treatment and diagnostic considera-
tions) increases the utility of standardizing such a prac-
tice. Building on this need for better assessment of 
cognitive symptoms and the detection of invalid 
responding, this study cross-validated the recently pub-
lished PAI CB-SOS over-reporting scales (Boress et al.,  
2021; Shura et al., 2022) in a sample of active-duty Army 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of CBS, CBS-SOS scales, and component Personality Assessment Inventory Scales.
Full Sample Pass All Fail Any Correlations

Scale M SD M SD M SD d (%95 CI) t(df = 286) CBS CB-SOS-1 CB-SOS-2 CB-SOS-3

CBS 9.8 4.4 9.0 3.9 11.9 4.7 .70 (−.963, −.436) −5.342** - - - -
CB-SOS-1 55.8 9.6 53.8 8.5 60.9 10.2 .79 (−1.050, −.520) −5.996** 0.81 - - -
CB-SOS-2 4.0 0.7 3.9 0.7 4.4 0.8 .76 (−1.026, −.497) −5.817** 0.74 0.92 - -
CB-SOS-3 57.2 9.3 55.3 8.4 62.2 9.8 .78 (−1.048, −.519) −5.982** 0.77 0.96 0.96 -
PAI
NIM 53.2 10.9 51.0 9.0 58.9 13.2 .76 (−1.025, −.497) −5.811** 0.73 0.85 0.80 0.82
SOM 58.9 11.4 57.4 11.0 62.8 11.6 .48 (−.740, −.220) −3.664** 0.56 0.73 0.89 0.81
DEP 60.2 13.8 57.5 12.4 66.9 14.9 .72 (−.979, −.452) −5.465** 0.75 0.91 0.81 0.87
ANX 55.9 12.7 53.3 12.0 62.6 12.1 .77 (−1.038, −.508) −5.902** 0.68 0.85 0.83 0.80
SCZ 58.5 12.6 56.0 11.4 64.8 13.3 .74 (−.999, −.471) −5.615** 0.71 0.88 0.74 0.85
SUI 48.3 9.4 47.8 8.7 49.6 11.2 .19 (−.445, .070) −1.433** 0.47 0.58 0.31 0.40
SOM-C 58.4 13.0 56.7 11.9 62.6 14.8 .46(−.716, −.196) −3.482ns 0.55 0.68 0.81 0.77
SOM-S 59.2 11.3 57.5 11.3 63.3 10.5 .53 (−.785, −.264) −4.009** 0.55 0.67 0.81 0.75
ANX-P 56.2 11.8 54.1 11.0 61.4 12.3 .64 (−.902, −.378) −4.885** 0.69 0.78 0.80 0.81
DEP-P 62.5 12.4 60.2 11.6 68.4 12.4 .69 (−.949, −.423) −5.238** 0.57 0.69 0.69 0.74
PAR-R 52.6 12.1 51.3 11.5 55.8 13.0 .37 (−.633, −.115) −2.855** 0.40 0.64 0.54 0.67

M = Mean, SD = Standard Deviation, d = Cohen’s d effect size, %95 CI = 95th Percent Confidence Interval, t/df = independent samples t-test with equal 
variances assumed and associated degrees of freedom. * = p < .05, ** = p < .01, ns = non-significant. NIM = Negative Impression Management, SOM = Somatic 
Complaints, DEP = Depression, ANX = Anxiety, SCZ = Schizophrenia, SUI = Suicidality, SOM-C = Somatic-Conversion, SOM-S = Somatic-Somatization, ANX- 
P = Anxiety-Physiological, DEP-P = Depression-physiological, PAR-R = Paranoia-Resentment. Calculation of CBS is drawn from Gaasedelen et al. (2019): Item33 
[ANX-P] + Item77 [PAR-R] + Item113 [ANX-P] + Item166 [DEP-Affective] + Item206 [DEP-Affective] + Item209 [NIM] + Item242(reversed) [Treatment Rejection; 
RXR] + Item252(reversed) [SOM-Health Concerns] + Item274 [Anxiety-Related Disorders-Trauma; ARD-T] + Item304(reversed) [Positive Impression 
Management]. Two versions of the CB-SOS-2 are presented given scoring discrepancy, allowing for a testing of generalization in future CB-SOS studies. 
Because of the same underlying constructs making up both CB-SOS-2 and CB-SOS-2-AVG, PAI correlations are the same and, as such, are presented across both 
measures in single values. These two versions reflect the sum of weighted scale and the average sum of each weighted scale (CB-SOS-2 and CB-SOS-2-AVG, 
respectively). CB-SOS scales were calculated based on formulas outlined by Boress et al. (2021): CB-SOS-1 = (NIM + SOM + DEP + ANX + SCZ + SUI)/6, CB-SOS- 
2 = (NIM*.015246) + (SOM*.033504)+(ANX*.017804)+(DEP*.010947) + (SCZ*-.002386) + (SUI*-.006888), CB-SOS-2-AVG = [(NIM*.015246) + (SOM*.033504) 
+(ANX*.017804)+(DEP*.010947) + (SCZ*-.002386) + (SUI*-.006888)]/6, and CB-SOS-3 = (NIM + SCZ + SOM-C + SOM-S + DEP-P + ANX-P + PAR-R)/7.
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personnel seen for neuropsychological evaluation. It also 
directly compared performance of these scales to the 
already-validated CBS (Armistead-Jehle et al., 2020; 
Gaasedelen et al., 2019; Shura et al., 2022).

The effects observed in this study approximated mod-
erate differences (Cohen’s d = .70 to .79), with large 
overall classification rates (AUC rounded to .71 for all 
scales). These findings are commensurate with the initial 
CB-SOS validation study (Boress et al., 2021) and to the 
recent study on CB-SOS with Veterans (Shura et al.,  
2022). However, the results are also distinct as they 
highlight the need for different cut scores to meet the 
comparable classification rates. Within active-duty per-
sonnel, CB-SOS and CBS perform in a largely similar 
manner (e.g., comparable sensitivity, specificity, positive 
and negative predictive power); however, CBS has a 
small amount of incremental, predictive utility suggest-
ing that it may be the front-line scale. However, calcula-
tion of the CBS requires access to PAI item responses 
and is somewhat more cumbersome to acquire. When 
those are not available, the CB-SOS scales seem to 

represent good alternatives to assess cognitive symptom 
over-reporting.2 At optimal cut scores, the CBS and CB- 
SOS scales produce high specificity, but lower sensitivity 
within Active-Duty personnel.

Our cross-validation of the CB-SOS scales suggests 
that the prior cut-scores identified for the CB-SOS scales 
may not generalize to active-duty personnel. At least in 
part, performance differences are likely the result of 
underlying substantive scale (e.g., NIM, SOM, and 
DEP) elevation patterns on the PAI (see, Gaines et al.,  
2013 for discussion of this pattern in invalid responding 
detection more generally on the PAI). More specifically, 
our PAI scale means were lower than those observed in 
the Boress et al. (2021) study. As a result of differences in 
underlying item endorsement/scale elevation, cut-scores 
needed to achieve a specificity of ≥.90 (Sweet et al., 2021) 
differed in this study across the CB-SOS scales from 
those scores recommended during validation (CB-SOS- 
1 = T78, CB-SOS-2 = 5.3, CB-SOS-3 = T74; Boress et al.,  
2021). Our results suggest that a slightly lower cut score 
for CB-SOS-3 (T = 67) and CB-SOS-1 (T = 66) better 

Table 2. Classification statistics for the CBS and CB-SOS scales.
20% Base Rate 30% Base Rate 40% Base Rate

Cut-Score Sensitivity Specificity Hit Rate PPP NPP Hit Rate PPP NPP Hit Rate PPP NPP

CBS 21 .05 .99 .80 .56 .81 .71 .69 .71 .61 .77 .61
20 .06 .99 .80 .61 .81 .71 .73 .71 .62 .81 .61
19 .07 .97 .79 .35 .81 .70 .48 .71 .61 .59 .61
18 .11 .96 .79 .39 .81 .70 .52 .72 .62 .63 .62
17 .17 .95 .80 .47 .82 .72 .61 .73 .64 .70 .63
16 .22 .93 .79 .43 .83 .72 .57 .74 .65 .67 .64
15 .31 .88 .77 .40 .84 .71 .53 .75 .65 .64 .66

CB-SOS-1 83 .02 .99 .80 .39 .80 .70 .52 .70 .60 .63 .60
78 .07 .99 .81 .66 .81 .72 .77 .71 .62 .84 .62
74 .14 .97 .80 .54 .82 .72 .67 .72 .64 .76 .63
73 .15 .96 .80 .49 .82 .72 .62 .72 .64 .72 .63
72 .15 .96 .79 .46 .82 .71 .59 .72 .63 .69 .63
71 .16 .94 .78 .39 .82 .70 .52 .72 .63 .63 .63
67 .28 .92 .79 .46 .84 .73 .60 .75 .66 .70 .66
66 .30 .91 .79 .45 .84 .72 .58 .75 .66 .68 .66
65 .32 .89 .78 .43 .84 .72 .56 .75 .66 .67 .66

CB-SOS-2 5.4 .10 .96 .79 .39 .81 .70 .52 .71 .62 .63 .62
5.3 .14 .96 .79 .44 .82 .71 .57 .72 .63 .68 .62
5.2 .14 .95 .79 .41 .81 .71 .55 .72 .63 .65 .62
5.0 .22 .94 .80 .49 .83 .73 .62 .74 .65 .72 .64
4.7 .32 .91 .79 .47 .84 .73 .60 .76 .67 .70 .67
4.6 .37 .89 .79 .45 .85 .73 .59 .77 .68 .69 .68
4.5 .40 .86 .77 .41 .85 .72 .55 .77 .67 .65 .68

CB-SOS-3 85 .02 1.00 .80 .56 .80 .70 .69 .70 .61 .77 .60
79 .06 .99 .80 .61 .81 .71 .73 .71 .62 .81 .61
76 .09 .98 .80 .47 .81 .71 .61 .71 .62 .70 .62
75 .12 .98 .81 .56 .82 .72 .69 .72 .63 .77 .63
74 .12 .97 .80 .52 .82 .72 .65 .72 .63 .74 .62
73 .16 .97 .81 .54 .82 .72 .67 .73 .64 .76 .63
72 .17 .95 .80 .47 .82 .72 .61 .73 .64 .70 .63
68 .25 .93 .79 .46 .83 .72 .59 .74 .66 .69 .65
67 .31 .91 .79 .47 .84 .73 .60 .75 .67 .70 .66
66 .33 .90 .79 .45 .84 .73 .58 .76 .67 .69 .67
65 .38 .86 .76 .41 .85 .72 .54 .76 .67 .65 .68

Bolded values represent cut-values suggested by Boress et al. (2021) for the CB-SOS scales and for recommended value of CBS in military samples by Armistead- 
Jehle et al. (2021). We have also bolded the CBS cut score from it’s initial validation (CBS ≥ 19; Gaasedelen et al., 2019). PPP = Positive Predictive Power, 
NPP = Negative Predictive Power.
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achieve desired levels of specificity in the current mili-
tary sample. CB-SOS-2 also has a lower cut-score, poten-
tially due to the reliance of sample-dependent metrics 
(regression beta weights) to compute. Importantly, each 
of the CB-SOS scales produces low sensitivities when 
specificity is set at ≥.90, generally approximating the 
lowest observed sensitivity value from initial validation 
(i.e., sensitivity = .29 [CB-SOS-1] to .41 [CB-SOS-2]; 
Boress et al., 2021). As such, CB-SOS and CBS should 
be considered as methods to “rule in” rather than “rule 
out” the potential of over-reported cognitive symptoms. 
The CB-SOS scales utilize scale-mean scores in their 
calculation, while the CBS employs an item-level com-
puted scale. Thus, the CB-SOS scales potentially offer a 
more accessible method of detecting invalid cognitive 
responding if performance relative to the CBS is equiva-
lent or superior. While the CBS provided a small degree 
of improved statistical prediction, our analyses essen-
tially suggest that the CBS and CB-SOS scales are gen-
erally equivalent in this regard given the small change in 
predictive power. Current data then suggest that any of 
the scales will serve well as the front-line PAI measure of 
cognitive over-reporting, at least within the military 
population.

The findings observed in this study also have concrete 
implications for how CBS and CB-SOS may be inte-
grated into neuropsychological care for Active-Duty 
personnel. Clinicians working with individuals with 
high rates of brain injury or cognitive complaints (e.g., 
military neuropsychological clinics) should use the cut- 
scores identified in this study, so long as clinical pathol-
ogy (e.g., depression, anxiety, etc.) is of a similar severity. 
Conversely, clinicians assessing active-duty personnel 
who see patterns of pathology on the PAI substantive 
scales, which differ from those reported in this study 
should be wary that classification effectiveness across 
CBS/CB-SOS cut scores is likely to vary. Given that 
this cross-validation excluded individuals undergoing 
medical boarding and temporary disability, it is likely 
that those populations differ in endorsed symptom 
severity and failed validity testing (Armistead-Jehle et 
al., 2018). Given the increased rate of disability retire-
ment despite the decrease in disability rates (Gubata et 
al., 2014), validation in those specific groups is an 
important area of future study. Likewise, variations in 
service experience may produce different underlying 
patterns of medical board evaluation (Thomas et al.,  
2017), requiring further study.

Limitations and future directions

Several limitations are observed in this investigation. 
First, the findings may reflect the accuracy of the PVTs 

used to create the outcome groups across and differ from 
the initial validation (e.g., MSVT/NV-MSVT versus Test 
of Memory Malingering [TOMM], Dot Counting Task, 
or embedded PVTs; Boress et al., 2021). Next, our sample 
was also predominantly white and male, limiting general-
izability beyond those individuals. These limitations not-
withstanding, the PAI has several scales that aid in the 
detection of invalid responding, most of which only 
undergo an initial validation study and no further psy-
chometric investigations (McCredie & Morey, 2018). This 
study expanded research on new scales (i.e., CBS and CB- 
SOS) which assess cognitive over-reporting, supplement-
ing a needed area of research for the PAI. It also provides 
direct guidance for clinicians working with military 
populations. Given the findings that scale performance 
did not generalize between this study and other samples, 
further replication on the PAI with other neuropsycho-
logical populations and with additional PVT criterion 
classification methods is warranted (see, Fokas & 
Brovko, 2020). Evaluation of effectiveness in medical 
board and temporary disability evaluations is also needed. 
Cognitive over-reporting scales (e.g., CB-SOS) are not 
considered best practice for the detection of primarily 
feigned or exaggerated psychiatric symptoms (Sherman 
et al., 2020). However, research remains warranted on 
exaggerated emotional responses on CBS and CB-SOS 
given the relatively similar effect sizes across different 
types of embedded broadband over-reporting indicators 
(e.g., Hawes & Boccaccini, 2009) and the potential impact 
of psychiatric symptom level on effectiveness of the scales.

Note

1. AUC and classification accuracies range from 0 (com-
pletely inaccurate classification) to 1.00 (completely 
accurate classification), with a value of .50 indicating 
classification at random chance levels. AUC values were 
interpreted as having small (.57), medium (.64), and 
large (.71) effects sizes (Rice & Harris, 2005).
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